Integration Between MESAs and ORCID
MESAs and ORCID

MESAs released by OAE publishing Inc. is a simple and easy-to-use online smart review system. It implements three major functions, includes:

1. Manuscript processing
2. Journal management
3. Database management

On June 30th, 2018, OAE obtained its membership in ORCID.

On 28 May 2019, OAE self-developing manuscript processing system, MESAs has finished its function integration with ORCID, and won all five accreditation badges.
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Login by ORCID

Two steps:

• Click the button
• Fill in the account and password on ORCID page
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ORCID Connection

Three steps:

• Click “connect your ORCID”
• Fill in the account and password on ORCID page
• Authorization
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Personal Information Update

- Fill in your ORCID information
- It will be available to update your information between ORCID and MESAs after authorization
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Submission Page (Funding)

• When the author contributes, he can get the Funding information from ORCID and fill it in the Funding information automatically.
• The author can also synchronize the new Funding information written in the system to his ORCID record.
Peer Review Record

- When submitting peer review, reviewers can choose whether to synchronize the record to ORCID or not. If Yes, the review data will be synchronized to ORCID record at the same time.
For published manuscripts, the author can operate synchronization to ORCID Work. After the first synchronization, the author will be asked if automatic synchronization is allowed. If the author allows it, then any published work by the author will be automatically synchronized to the author’s ORCID account.
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Editorial Board Appointment Record

- By clicking “Sync Editorial Board to ORCID Records”, Journal Editorial Board Members can synchronize this appointment record to ORCID.
Till now (since June, 2019):

- 196 users connect their ORCID to MESAs
Thank you very much!

Homepage: https://oaepublish.com/
MESAs: https://www.oaemesas.com/